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ABOUT RELAXATION PNENOMENA AND TRANSPORT PROCESSES IN A
FULLY IONIZED NON-IDEAL PLASMA

F.B.Baimbetov - Doctor of Science, Professor. Optics and Plasma Physics Department.
N.T.Iztleuov - Post-Graduate Student. Optics and Plasma Physics Department

In the present work on a basis of kinetic
equation the relaxation of directed
velocities and particle temperatures of
fully ionized non-ideal plasma are
investigated. The transport equations are
obtained By help of these equations the
expressions for thermal and electrical
conductivities and viscosity of non-ideal
plasma are calculated

In a non-ideal plasma correlation
effects play important role and they are
accounted in so called pseudopotentials [1-
3]. The account of the influence of high
order correlations in the pseudopotential
lead to the strongly screened potential [4]:

12 (1)

f(R) = (exp(VrR) - l)(l - exp(- 2R)) 15

R=r/rd,

=-0.0086+04559^ -0.1048^2+0.0094^3

The kinetic equation with pseudopotential
(1) after case calculations has a following
form [5]:

df 2e2
ae

2
bnanb X* d

where

, (2)

\_u W Xi^dvj

(3)
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For considering of relaxation process in the
kinetic equation (2) one should insert local
distribution function in form of [1]. Then
consequently multiplying the obtained
expression by mav, mhv , let integrate it

on velocities. At the end we obtain:

dua 8

m ,(vT
X*

(1.1.1)

For component b we obtain by the same
way:

8
3/2

From (1.1.2) and (1.1.1) we have the
equation which describes the relaxation of
the difference of directed velocities of
plasma particles:

d(ua - uh

dt

Comparing (1.1.3) and (1.1.2) we obtain
the time of relaxation of directed velocities:

(1.1.4)

1.2.Relaxation of temperature.

In case of space - homogenious plasma
(«a = const,ua = 0) the equation of
energy balance has the form:

dt

For integrating by momentum, distribution
functions of plasma component let's take
them in a form of local Maxwell
distribution functions with different
temperatures. Then we obtain for a and b
components:

dt = -n. dt = -n,v ab
(1.2.2)

where v^,- the frequence of particles
collisions which determines relaxation of
temperature of non-ideal plasma
components:

,2-2

(1.2.3)
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Fig. 1

2.Transport coefficients of non-ideal plasma.

On a basis of kinetic equation (2) one can
obtain the transport equations for non-ideal
plasma. These equations looks like those
for ideal plasma. The difference is in the

fact that for viscosious force Rei,thermal

flow qe and tensor of viscosious tension

cTy, the frequence of electron-ion collision

should be taken in a form (1.1.4)
(v = l / r ) .Thus for the coefficients of
electrical conductivity, thermal
conductivity and viscosity of fully non-
ideal plasma we have the expressions:

cr = 0.9 4

K = o.4O —
CQQ

nfi- X

(2.1)

(2.2)

For comparison with data of other authors
in a fig. 1 the dependence of dimensionless

electrical conductivity on non-ideality
parameter are shown:

a =<J-
8

(2.4)

Note that when y = (0.4 - 1.2) the results
of present work are in a good agreement of
both experimental data [6,9] and numerical
experiment [7,8].In fig.3 the dependence of
viscosity coefficient on temperature are
shown when y = Q&. Our curve lays
between experimental data obtained in
[10,11]. The temperature dependence of
thermal conductivity when y = 0.6 are
shown in fig.2. It is in a good agreement
with experimental data [12,13].
Fig.l. The dependence of dimensionless
electrical conductivity coefficients on non-
ideality parameter: dashed lined -[14]; full
line - [6]; bold full line - present work;
circles - [7]; squares -[8]; rectangles - [9]
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Fig.2. The temperature dependence of
thermal conductivity coefiBcient: full line
- present work; squares - [12]; circles -
[13].
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